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Explore the world of the Mortal Instruments with Cassandra Clare and more Join
Cassandra Clare and a Circle of more than a dozen top YA writers, including New York
Times bestsellers Holly Black, Rachel Caine, and Kami Garcia, as they write about the
Mortal Instruments series, its characters, and its world. Inside you'll read: • A cinematic
tutorial on why the best friend (Simon) always loses out to the bad boy (Jace) • The
unexpected benefits of the incest taboo • What we can read between the lines of Alec
and Magnus' European vacation • The importance of friendship, art, humor, and
rebellion • And more, from the virtues of Downworlders to the naughty side of
Shadowhunting
When the Grace children go to stay at their Great Aunt Lucinda's worn Victorian house,
they discover a field guide to fairies and other creatures and begin to have some
unusual experiences.
Once upon a time there was a boy with a wicked tongue... Before Cardan was a cruel
prince or a wicked king, he was a faerie child with a heart of stone. In this sumptuously
illustrated tale, Holly Black reveals a deeper look into the dramatic life of Elfhame's
enigmatic high king. This tale includes delicious details of life before The Cruel Prince,
an adventure beyond The Queen of Nothing, and familiar but pivotal moments from The
Folk of the Air trilogy, told wholly from Cardan's perspective. This new instalment in the
Folk of the Air series is a return to the heart-racing romance, danger, humour and
drama that enchanted readers everywhere.
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Sometimes the difference between a love story and a horror story is where the ending
comes While Jude fought for power in the Court of Elfhame against the cruel Prince
Cardan, her sister Taryn began to fall in love with the trickster, Locke. Half-apology and
half-explanation, it turns out that Taryn has some secrets of her own to reveal. The Lost
Sisters is a companion e-novella to the New York Times bestselling novel The Cruel
Prince, by master writer Holly Black.
In Horror Literature and Dark Fantasy: Challenging Genres, more than a dozen
scholars and teachers explore the pedagogical value of using horror literature in the
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classroom to teach critical literacy skills to students in secondary schools and higher
education.
Coldtown was dangerous, Tana knew. A glamorous cage, a prison for the damned and
anyone who wanted to party with them. Tana lives in a world where walled cities called
Coldtowns exist. In them, quarantined monsters and humans mingle in a decadently
bloody mix of predator and prey. And once you pass through Coldtown's gates, you can
never leave. One morning, after a perfectly ordinary party, Tana wakes up surrounded
by corpses. The only other survivors of this massacre are her exasperatingly endearing
ex-boyfriend, infected and on the edge, and a mysterious boy burdened with a terrible
secret. Shaken and determined, Tana enters a race against the clock to save the three
of them the only way she knows how: by going straight to the wicked, opulent heart of
Coldtown itself.
The Coldest Girl in ColdtownLittle, Brown Books for Young Readers
Presents the adventures of the Grace children who have some unusual experiences
after they discover a field guide to fairies and other creatures, in a text that includes the
author's sketchbook.
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Children can have a cruel, absolute sense of justice. Children can kill a monster and
feel quite proud of themselves. A girl can look at her brother and believe they're
destined to be a knight and a bard who battle evil. She can believe she's found t
"Lush, dangerous, a dark jewel of a book . . . intoxicating" - Leigh Bardugo, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Six of Crows Of course I want to be like them. They're
beautiful as blades forged in some divine fire. They will live forever. And Cardan is even
more beautiful than the rest. I hate him more than all the others. I hate him so much
that sometimes when I look at him, I can hardly breathe. One terrible morning, Jude
and her sisters see their parents murdered in front of them. The terrifying assassin
abducts all three girls to the world of Faerie, where Jude is installed in the royal court
but mocked and tormented by the Faerie royalty for being mortal. As Jude grows older,
she realises that she will need to take part in the dangerous deceptions of the fey to
ever truly belong. But the stairway to power is fraught with shadows and betrayal. And
looming over all is the infuriating, arrogant and charismatic Prince Cardan . . . Enter the
dramatic and thrilling world of the Folk of the Air, brimful of magic and romance from
New York Times bestselling author Holly Black.
Holly Black and Ted Naifeh weave another masterful mix of fantasy and the
unexpected.After biding their time, the faeries have taken control of the human world.
The fey and mortals might not be such good neighbors after all.Rue's world is
fragmenting. The fey have taken over her city, and now the humans must share. Her
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grandfather is gone. Her faerie mother is triumphant. Her human father is despondent.
And her boyfriend? He would rather be eaten alive by mergirls than be with Rue.
Tension between the humans and faeries is growing, and Rue feels pulled in both
directions. In some ways, she feels like her place is in the human world-with her friends,
her father, and the humans who want to protect themselves. But then there's her fey
half-with her beautiful, dangerous mother, the faeries, and her kinship with the natural
world. Can Rue fix the rift between the fey and the humans? Or does she have the
courage to continue her grandfather's interrupted plan?
First a pack of vile, smelly goblins snatch Simon. Then a band of elves try to entrap
Jared. Why is the entire faerie world so eager to get their hands on Spiderwick's
Guide? And will the Grace kids be left alone, now that the Guide has mysteriously
disappeared? Don't count on it. At school, someone is running around pretending to be
Jared, and it's not Simon. To make matters even worse, now Mallory has disappeared
and something foul in the water is killing off all the plants and animals for miles around.
Clues point to the old abandoned quarry, just outside of town. Dwarves have taken over
an abandoned mine there. And the faerie world's abuzz with the news that a creature
with plans to rule the world has offered them a gift to join with him -- he's given them a
queen...
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This will be a write-in book for fans of the bestselling Spiderwick series. There will be
fifteen sections featuring text and illustrations about our favourite creatures from the
first five books. The remainder of the book is write-in, for children to record their own
sightings of these and other faerie creatures. In addition there will be two colour plate
inserts. A proportion of the material will be re-use.
Stories and poems set in the urban land of Bordertown, a city on the edge of the faerie
and human world, populated by human and elfin runaways.
Book 2 of The Spiderwick Chroniclesin which Mallory, Simon and Jared ask many
questions and discover the fate of the missing cat. The Grace kids are just beginning to
get used to Aunt Lucinda's strange old mansion when Simon suddenly disappears. At
first Mallory thinks the twins are pulling some kind of prank, but when it becomes
obvious that he's been snatched by goblins, Jared and his sister, Mallory, have to rely
on the help of a mischievous house boggart, a nasty bridge troll, not to mention a
loudmouthed hobgoblin, to get Simon back (and uncover why he was snatched in the
first place). With the aid of a seeing stone the true nature of the secret world around
them is now revealed. It's important the Grace kids tell their story but the faeries will do
everything to stop them...
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From the amazing imagination of bestselling author Holly Black, a mysterious and
wonderful teen graphic novel masterpiece. Rue Silver's life is not what it appears to be.
Her mother is a faerie, and has been taken back to the faerie realm. As Rue goes to
bring her back, she must travel deep into an inhuman world. At the same time, the
faerie realm is venturing into our world too, and taking its toll on those Rue loves. When
her grandfather's plans threaten Rue's city, she realizes that she's the only one who
can stop him. But is Rue a human or a faerie? Where does she fit? How does she know
the difference between love and enchantment?
Cassel Sharpe, a powerful transformation worker, is torn between his decision to work
for the federal government and his love for Lila, who has joined her father's criminal
organization.
With goblins, trolls, and the house boggart all trying to get them, the Grace children turn
to Great Aunt Lucinda for help.
When federal agents learn that seventeen-year-old Cassel Sharpe, a powerful
transformation worker, may be of use to them, they offer him a deal to join them rather
than the mobsters for whom his brothers work.
Discover the dark and seductive realm of faerie in the first book of New York Times
bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series, where one girl
must save herself from the sinister magic of the fey courts, and protect her heart in the
process. Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she drifts
from place to place with her mother’s rock band until an ominous attack forces them
back to Kaye’s childhood home. But Kaye’s life takes another turn when she stumbles
upon an injured faerie knight in the woods. Kaye has always been able to see faeries
where others could not, and she chooses to save the strange young man instead of
leaving him to die. But this fateful choice will have more dire consequences than she
could ever predict, as Kaye soon finds herself the unwilling pawn in an ancient and
violent power struggle between two rival faerie kingdoms—a struggle that could very well
mean her death.
When her mother goes missing and her father is blamed for her disappearance, Rue
Silver delves into her family's secret past and learns something incredible that changes
her entire understanding of the world in which she lives. 30,000 first printing.
Do you believe in faeries? Not the soft, gentle kind, but the sinister, feral kind ~ the ones that
wreak havoc on everything in their path... A fairy-tale series with a difference from Holly Black,
bestselling author of The Spiderwick Chronicles and The Cruel Prince. When Valerie Russell
runs away to New York City, she's trying to escape a life that has utterly betrayed her. Taking
on a new identity, she seeks refuge with a gang of squatters who live in the city's labyrinthine
subway system. But there's something eerily beguiling about Val's new friends ... Lolli talks of
monsters in the subway tunnels and uses a shimmery amber-coloured powder that makes the
shadows around her dance. While Luis claims he can make deals with creatures that no one
else can see. And when Luis's brother, Dave, makes the mistake of letting Val tag along as he
makes a delivery to a woman who turns out to have goat hooves instead of feet, Val knows
that there's magic at play in the subway tunnels... A bewildered Val allows Lolli to talk her into
tracking down the hidden lair of the creature for whom Luis and Dave have been working, only
to find herself bound into service by a troll named Ravus. He is as hideous as he is
honourable, and as Val grows to know him, she finds herself torn between affection for him
and fear of what her new friends are becoming because of him...
Tana lives in a world where walled cities called Coldtowns exist. In them, quarantined
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monsters and humans mingle in a decadently bloody mix of predator and prey. The only
problem is, once you pass through Coldtown's gates, you can never leave. One morning, after
a perfectly ordinary party, Tana wakes up surrounded by corpses. The only other survivors of
this massacre are her exasperatingly endearing ex-boyfriend, infected and on the edge, and a
mysterious boy burdened with a terrible secret. Shaken and determined, Tana enters a race
against the clock to save the three of them the only way she knows how: by going straight to
the wicked, opulent heart of Coldtown itself. The Coldest Girl in Coldtown is a wholly original
story of rage and revenge, of guilt and horror, and of love and loathing from bestselling and
acclaimed author Holly Black.
The first installment in The Curse Workers series from New York Times bestselling author
Holly Black: “Urban fantasy, con story—whatever you call it, read it” (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review). Cassel comes from a family of con artists and grifters, all of them curse workers but
him. On top of that, Cassel is plagued by guilt that he killed his best friend, Lila, years ago.
When Cassel begins to have strange dreams about a white cat and people around him are
losing their memories, he starts to wonder what really happened to Lila, and what that means
about his actions. In Cassel’s search for answers about Lila and himself, he realizes that his
brothers have been conning him for years, and that the final piece in their quest for power is
about to fall into place. Cassel has other ideas. He’s going to create an even more elaborate
trap and, with Lila’s help, con a bunch of magic using conmen. This “beautifully realized dark
fantasy...with prose that moves from stark simplicity to almost surreal intensity in a moment”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review) is rife with the unexpected. “Readers will be hooked”
(Booklist) on White Cat.
A collection of short stories for younger readers that feature fantasy elements and illustrations,
including "The Coldest Girl in Coldtown," "The Boy Who Cried Wolf," "Paper Cuts Scissors,"
and more.
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Book 3 in the hugely popular series, The Spiderwick Chronicles. Things at the Grace residence
are getting completely out of hand. As if being attacked by vile, smelly goblins and almost
eaten by a bridge troll wasn't enough, now the house boggart, Thimbletack, is out to get Jared.
Simon has a very hungry griffon recuperating in the carriage house, and Mallory is convinced
that the only way to stop the madness is to get rid of Arthur Spiderwick's Guide. But with all
kinds of creatures after them, the Guide is the only protection the Grace kids have… If only they
could work out why the faeries are stalking them? Could it be the Guide that they want?
There's only one person who might know the answer ~ their crazy old Aunt Lucinda.
This collection is the first to focus exclusively on twenty-first-century young adult Gothic fiction.
The essays demonstrate how the contemporary resurgence of the Gothic signals anxieties
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about (and hopes for) young people in the twenty-first century. Changing conceptions of young
adults as liminal figures, operating between the modes of child and adult, can be mobilised
when combined with Gothic spaces and concepts in texts for young people. In young adult
Gothic literature, the crossing of boundaries typical of the Gothic is often motivated by a
heterosexual romance plot, in which the human or monstrous female protagonist desires a boy
who is not her ‘type’. Additionally, as the Gothic works to define what it means to be human –
particularly in relation to gender, race, and identity – the volume also examines how
contemporary shifts and flashpoints in identity politics are being negotiated under the
metaphoric cloak of monstrosity.
A fairy-tale with a dark twist from Holly Black, bestselling author of The Spiderwick Chronicles
and The Cruel Prince. Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she
travels from city to city with her mother's rock band, until an ominous attack forces them back
to her childhood home. To the place where she used to see Faeries. They're still there. But
Kaye's not a child anymore and this time she's dragged into the thick of their dangerous,
frightening world. A realm where black horses dwell beneath the sea, desperate to drown you .
. . where the sinister Thistlewitch divines dark futures . . . and where beautiful faerie knights are
driven to perform acts of brutal depravity for the love of their uncaring queens. Once there,
Kaye finds herself an unwilling pawn in an ancient power struggle between two rival faerie
kingdoms - a struggle that could end in her death . . . Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas,
Cassandra Clare and Stephanie Garber. Also by Holly Black: The Spiderwick Chronicles: The
Field Guide The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Seeing Stone The Spiderwick Chronicles:
Lucinda's Secret The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Ironwood Tree The Spiderwick Chronicles:
The Wrath of Mulgarath Valiant: A Modern Faerie Tale The Spiderwick Chronicles: Care and
Feeding of Sprites The Spiderwick Chronicles:The Nixie's Song Ironside: A Modern Faerie
Tale The Chronicles of Spiderwick The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Wyrm King The Modern
Faerie Tales

Winner of the Andre Norton Award Return to New York Times bestselling author
Holly Black’s enthralling realm of faerie in the second Modern Faerie Tales
novel, where danger and magic come hand-in-hand in the dark underground of
New York City. When seventeen-year-old Valerie runs away to New York, she’s
trying to escape a life that has utterly betrayed her. Sporting a new identity, she
takes up with a gang of squatters who live in the city’s labyrinthine subway
system. But there’s something eerily beguiling about Val’s new friends that sets
her on edge. When Val is talked into tracking down the lair of a mysterious
creature, she must strike a bargain to make it out with her life intact. Now drawn
into a world she never knew existed, Val finds herself torn between her affection
for an honorable monster and her fear of what her new friends are becoming.
?????:??????,????????????????????????.?????,???????.??,???????????,??????
????????.??,????????.??????????,?????????.???????,??????.
The enchanting and bloodthirsty sequel to the New York Times bestselling novel
The Cruel Prince -- now in paperback! You must be strong enough to strike and
strike and strike again without tiring. The first lesson is to make yourself strong.
After the jaw-dropping revelation that Oak is the heir to Faerie, Jude must keep
her younger brother safe. To do so, she has bound the wicked king, Cardan, to
her, and made herself the power behind the throne. Navigating the constantly
shifting political alliances of Faerie would be difficult enough if Cardan were easy
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to control. But he does everything in his power to humiliate and undermine her
even as his fascination with her remains undiminished. When it becomes all too
clear that someone close to Jude means to betray her, threatening her own life
and the lives of everyone she loves, Jude must uncover the traitor and fight her
own complicated feelings for Cardan to maintain control as a mortal in a Faerie
world.
From the amazing imagination of bestselling author Holly Black, a mysterious
and wonderful teen graphic novel masterpiece.Rue Silver's mother has
disappeared . . . and her father has been arrested, suspected of killing her. But
it's not as straightforward as that. Because Rue is a faerie, like her mother was.
And her father didn't kill her mother -- instead, he broke a promise to Rue's faerie
king grandfather, which caused Rue's mother to be flung back to the faerie world.
Now Rue must go to save her -- and must also defeat a dark faerie that threatens
our very mortal world.
Playing an endless make-believe game about pirates, mermaids and warriors
under the rule of a formidable Great Queen china doll, best friends Zach, Poppy
and Alice find their bond tested when Zach is compelled to give up their shared
adventures and Poppy begins having dreams about the doll. By the co-author of
the best-selling Spiderwick Chronicles.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Holly Black comes the
“dangerously, darkly gorgeous” (Cassandra Clare) Curse Workers trilogy, now
together in one beautiful bind-up! Cassel Sharpe comes from a family of curse
workers, people who have the power to change emotions, memories, and luck
with the slightest touch of their hands. And since curse work is illegal, they’re
also all criminals. Many become mobsters and con artists, but not Cassel. He
doesn’t have magic, so he’s an outsider, the straight kid in a crooked
family—except for the small detail that he killed his best friend, Lila, three years
ago. Cassel has carefully built up a facade of normalcy, blending into the crowd.
But his facade starts to crumble when he finds himself sleepwalking, propelled
into the night by terrifying dreams about a white cat that wants to tell him
something. He’s noticing other disturbing things, too, including the strange
behavior of his two older brothers, who are keeping secrets from him. As Cassel
begins to suspect he’s an unwitting pawn in a huge con game, he must unravel
his past, and his memories. To find the truth, Cassel will have to out-con the
conmen. This magical bind-up includes: White Cat Red Glove Black Heart
As bonds of love threaten to break forever, the faerie courts will never be the
same in the stunning conclusion to New York Times bestseller Holly Black’s
critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tale series. As the darkest day of the year
approaches, the time has come for Roiben’s coronation. Uneasy in the midst of
the malevolent Unseelie Court, pixie Kaye is sure of only one thing—her love for
Roiben. But love in the realm of faerie is no simple matter, and when Kaye
declares herself to Roiben during the celebration, he sends her on a seemingly
impossible quest to find a faerie who can tell a lie. Unable to see Roiben until she
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has fulfilled his quest, Kaye calls upon her friends to help her. Their adventure
will take them on a dangerous path, where Kaye finds herself at the center of the
battle of wits and weapons being waged over Roiben’s throne.
Prepare to enter the magical world of The Spiderwick Chronicles, the bestselling
series from Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black! Having only narrowly managed to
escape the clutches of the faerie world, the Grace children, Jared, Simon and
Mallory, return home to find it has been ransacked by the evil creature Mulgarath
in his search for Arthur Spiderwick's Field Guide. Not only is the precious guide
now missing, so is the children's mother... With the help of some friendly faces in
the magical world, the children now have to work out how to find Mulgarath, the
guide and, most importantly, save their mother from the faerie world before it's
too late...
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